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ABSTRACT
This brief outline of areas of vocational education

important for the educable mentally 13 ndicapped notes the following
general areas which have implications for curriculum development: (1)

psychomotor skills, (2) social development, and (3) community and
job-related .competencies. Educational needs for vocational training
and program development for the retarded are discussed. Possible
activities for developing psychomotor functions are listed, as one
example of work aptitudes necessary for the retarded. Related
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cc - When one reviews the ruberic of vocational education fo
CD the retarded, it is evident that many good things have

place. It is important to note that research and demons
has affected curriculum change over the past years.

cn

It is rare to find programs for the retarded that do not at
least acknowledge the importance of vocational areas. Cooper-
ative work programs, work vocabulary, job interview, role
playing, wcrk e;:perience, and a host of factors related to
work education have become a common part of the educationa
curricula. This has helped us feel that the retarded have
a better chance for job success than they did several
years ago. In my opinion, it has taken an inordinate amount
of time and effort to reach this point.

While I have pointed out that we have come a long way in this
field and that many posit:;.ve thingv have happened, it is also
true that we have a tremendcus way to ge. An e:.:ample of the
kind of thing I mean, and I am using fictitious figures, is
that we note work success with the retarded has increased from
10% to 40%. This is an increase of 400% as is interpreted
as quite good, but it also means that G0% is not so good. The
latter figure dampens that huge increase and indicates the
distance we have yet to travel, Now, these were imaginary
numbers and I do not know if even an appro:dma.te set of- num-
bers can be established. We can make the field look bet-
ter by redefining our criteria. It is common practice, for
instance, in cooperative programs to say success is three
months, or so, staying on a job. But, if we follow up
these usuccessesn some 6 months later, it is not unusual
to find about 25 to 50% of these are not all that successful.
Sometimes I wonder if we are being overly optimistic about
our efforts to date.
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Research, date reporting- -and program descriptions have
suggested many importanrspecifics that are paramount to
the vocational field. A summary of these are to be found
in one of the papers received at this meeting. Broadly
speaking, these may be separated into four implication
areas.

cf,
(1) Society -- emphasis is placed with the work

op structure found in our environment. Job
opportunity, types of available work, "eco-
nomics," technology, and the occupational
structure are but a few of the concerns here.
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(2) Social--The concern here centers about the

social-emotional and interpersonal factors
related to work. motional variables, appear-
ance, communication skills, family, peer-group
relationships, and social skills are some of
the uniform specifics that are crucial as they
relate to the retarded in vocations.

(3) Physical--Motor activities are the primary
interests as they are involved in work., Com-
monly stated concerns are work e:.:periences,
proficiency, work-samples, shop, home eco-
nomics, and physical education among others.

(4) Programs--The emphasis in this area.has been
those problems of specific school or agency
programs. Discussion here talks about community
job surveys, administration of work programs,
articulation, acceptance, co-ordination ac-
tivities, and curricula characteristics.

There is little question from those who work with the retard-
ed in vocational programs that these are important concerns.
It is evident that (Society) we need to pay attention to
overall structure and how it might relite to the retarded.
Curricula, in any educational setting, must continue to
work hard on interpersonal (Social) variables. appearance
and emotional variables have been stressed to such a degree
that they take up a large part of academic program. Further,
it is difficult to find many Programs today that do not
include work-e:cperience and/or job training as part of their
methodology. These things have had the effect of helping .

the retarded, in general, to be more vocationally successful
than before. .At least this is what is implied. If one can
rely on the descriptions of research and demonstrations,
which use certain definitions, the trend is to the kind of
program that emphasizes these things. Yet it appears Oat
something more needs to be done.

It seems, however, that many have come to believe that the
variables so far mentioned somehow live in isolation. We
know better; they do not. The are all inter-related into
individual whole persons somehow trying to use himself in
some area of the work world. If one part of this nwholen
is deficit, successful job holdings, for any length of time,
is difficult. It seems we could very well ask ourselves
what is missing. That isnti being done? Where are the
retarded not doing so well? 1 This brings me to an area that
I have purposely left to last---that of the Physical.



AREAS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RELATING TO Tn3 RETARDED

The review of literature reveals enough agreement that in the
area of occupational education, programs could be made in
proper focus. In an incomplete review, fineeds,o,indicators,
findings, and concepts are summarized in the following out-
line as it related to the retarded:

General Reviews

1. Mork is mainly in unskilled and semi-skilled areas.
2. Need for family support.
3. Personal appearance is a factor.
4. Occupation structure is changing.
5. Importance of personal and social skills.
6. General ttwoe: skillsu are needed.
7. Important to survey the community.

Motor Implications

1. Training is possible for more subjects.
2. Large amount of variance in "skills."
3. Perception is' somehow involved with many EMR.
4. WISC performance is a general predictor.
5. Generally, the EMR are "slow" in motor pro-

ficiency areas.
6. There has been a more than average success with

the work-sample approach.
7. Motor proficiency is important in unskilled

work.
O. Other variables are important with motor proficien-

cy--- social, dtc.

Social Implications

1. Personal appearance is important
2. Social skills--- interaction is important.
3. Great need for student and parental counseling.
4. _Emotional variables are directly related to

work success.
5. Need to know community social structure.

Programs

1. General acceptance of DUE as part of school
curriculum innovation.

2. Teacherts meet: to know more about work skills.
3. Job surveys need to be made in each community.
4. Need for someone to act as liason between

school-community-student-home.
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One way to determine the motor function needs of the 3MR

is to discover the aptitudes needed in work areas, such as

restaurant, industry, te:_tile, maintenance, etc. Jork - motor

aptitudes needed might be envisioned as:

1. De:::terity (gross to tine) - an e.,:ample in restaurant
work is stacking dishes, clening tables, placing
into containers.

2. Coordination-an e::ample of this can be seen in
car washing where cleaning is done with both hands,
use of different materials in step operations such
as hose, sponge, towel, etc.

3. Thinking Situations-an eample is classifying and
sorting in a laundry, analyzing sorting and com- '.-

paing placement of objects and materials in indus-
try and te:,:tile operations.

starting with sample,: objects, the 3En may be able to gain

a better functioning in work'aptitude areas. A series of phases

might take on the following order:

Phase I

a. Sorting Activities-(colored cards, objects to
to size, numbers on cards, alphabetizing, bolt
sorting, etc.).

b. Assembling-nuts, bolts, and washers of different
sizes, putting objects into general or specific
containers, pegboard, etc.).

c. Matching-(similar objects together, or sepa.,
rating objects.

d. Speed-(timed operations as above).

e. Coordination-(e:,:tracting objects from others,
hand balancing objects, etc.).

F. Coordinated Activities
handling dishes
stacking dishes
sorting dishes
sorting silverware
wiping tables
handling dish truck
agility in movenent
balancing trays

arranging stock
filling receptacles
seeeping
dusting
mopping
arranging food on plate
peeling vegetables
peeling fruits

. * .". .



Typing I
Ewing a bed
Design I
Telling time
Drilling
Licrometer
Jo Lt sorting-DS I
Hut i bolt sorting 33 II
Piet sorting-3C III
Hut sorting -DC I7
Hut sorting -DC V
Un!lolstering of footstool
3-,ray gun cleaning
Gross measrring
Replace faucet-cut-off

washer
Sanding
Eachine assembly-disassembly
Elementary electrical

circuiting
Change making eercisec-'
Petty cash transactions

Phase III

Collating
Lading machine I-hand;

adding machine
Ldciing machine II -10

hey adding machine
Stapling
Posting 3.:ercise-Phone
3ooh Test

Eail sorting
"Iindow washing
Te::tile sorting
Ironing I
Ironing 17
Ironing III
Pattern Cutting I
Cewing I
Cash register oper-
ation

2aemging
Paper cutting

-Soldering

Outgrowth of 71:ase II
Longer projects where possibility of working with

one or more, others.
Uachine assembly
;tacking projects
Sorting and combining materials
Job replications

Opportunity to observe interaction

perseverance
quantity
duality
response to supervision
co-worker relationship

rate of progress
de..:terity

attention
judgement
behavior
r.otivation

This type of activity is limited only by the imagination of

the peo:)le involved. IZa! :ing part of the classroom into 1 owork

laboratory can be helpful :K.:ere students can see and use the

materials.

Learning in this regard, may be the discovering of new



properties and discriminating material variables. Development
could become a matter of what is seen and differentiating !*,

between objects.

nic hind of learning is ouTnorted by Leamon and :ouse
(1953) and discusser? in na:Aer-I. They also -mint out the .

methods of 1:oniessoi.i .(.'912) c;:ld 1.!'ernald (1943)are similar in 3

that attention value is stlong and onoveltyn is useful in

getting and hilding this


